Abstract:

Human beings tend to organize themselves in groups. These groups need to be robust to enable effective cooperation among individuals. According to some researchers (Ostrom, 1990; Suárez et al., 2011), a collective group identity based on shared cultural symbols, a shared religion or a common language is key to foster cooperation. To investigate this hypothesis, data was extracted from Twitter and two network graphs (the nodes were Twitter users and the links were the relationships among users) were created around two Spanish political parties during the 2017 Catalan elections, Ciudadanos and Podemos. On the one hand, the members of Ciudadanos’ network shared ideological positioning and cultural collective identity (they identified themselves with Spanish cultural symbols). On the other hand, Podemos’ members in the network shared ideological positioning but not a cultural identity (some of Podemos’ users identified with Catalan symbols and others with Spanish symbols). The results of different network cohesion metrics (e.g., Clustering Coefficient and Average Distance) show that Ciudadanos’ network was more cohesive than Podemos’ one.
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Resumen:

Los seres humanos tienden a organizarse en grupos. Estos grupos deben ser sólidos para permitir una cooperación eficaz entre los individuos. Según algunos investigadores (Ostrom, 1990; Suárez et al., 2011), una identidad colectiva de grupo basada en símbolos culturales compartidos, una religión compartida o una lengua común es clave para fomentar la cooperación. Para investigar esta hipótesis, se extrajeron datos de Twitter y se crearon dos grafos de red (los nodos eran los usuarios de Twitter y los enlaces las relaciones entre usuarios) en torno a dos partidos políticos españoles durante las elecciones catalanas de 2017, Ciudadanos y Podemos. Por un lado, los miembros de la red de Ciudadanos compartían posicionamiento ideológico e identidad cultural colectiva (se identificaban con símbolos culturales españoles). Por otro lado, los miembros de Podemos en la red compartían posicionamiento ideológico, pero no identidad cultural (algunos de los usuarios de Podemos se identificaban con símbolos catalanes y otros con símbolos españoles). Los resultados de diferentes métricas de cohesión de la red (por ejemplo, el coeficiente de agrupación y la distancia media) muestran que la red de Ciudadanos estaba más cohesionada que la de Podemos.
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Resumo:

Os seres humanos tendem a se organizar em grupos. Esses grupos devem ser sólidos para permitir uma cooperação eficaz entre os indivíduos. De acordo com alguns pesquisadores (Ostrom, 1990; Suárez et al., 2011), uma identidade coletiva de grupo baseada em símbolos culturais compartilhados, uma religião compartilhada ou uma língua comum é chave para fomentar a cooperação. Para pesquisar essa hipótese, extraíram-se dados de Twitter e criaram-se dois grafos de rede (nós eram os usuários de Twitter e Links os relacionamentos entre usuários) em torno de dois partidos políticos espanhóis durante as eleições catalãs de 2017, Ciudadanos e Podemos. Por um lado, os membros da rede de Ciudadanos compartilhavam posicionamento ideológico e identidade cultural coletiva (identificavam-se com símbolos culturais espanhóis). Por outro lado, os membros de Podemos na rede compartilhavam posicionamento ideológico, mas não identidade cultural (algunos dos usuários de Podemos identificavam-se com símbolos catalães e outros com símbolos espanhóis). Os resultados de diferentes métricas de coesão da rede (por exemplo, o coeficiente de agrupamento e distância média) mostram que a rede de Ciudadanos estava mais coesa que a de Podemos.

Palavras-chave: redes sociais, identidade coletiva, coesão, eleições catalãs.
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Introduction

The study of networks has been useful to study organizational features in different settings. A network or graph is a set of items that are called nodes or vertices, and connections among them are called links or edges (Newman, 2003). In the case of a social network (i.e., a network in which human beings intervene), there are several aspects that might be worth studying such as the nature of the individual components, their connection or, more relevant for this study, connection patterns within the network (Newman, 2010). These patterns are often studied through visual pattern recognition, but when the network is larger and more complex, they are evaluated through metrics.

In this study we will be delving into the topic of community cooperation that is pivotal to overcome difficult situations through the study of network features and its metrics. Specifically, we will study the cultural networks that arose from different cultural communities in Twitter during 2017 Catalan elections. These elections were very polarizing since although illegal, the independence of Catalonia was being pursued by some pro-independence political parties. With these events arose the problem of collective identity and groups were formed seeking cooperation and mobilization of the electorate during the elections. Therefore, this research intends to study the group configuration and cooperation of two different groups, one with a clear collective cultural identity (and thus, clear group membership) and the other with a more diffuse identity through network metrics.

Related Work

In order to study cooperation within a large group, literature about cooperation, networks in Twitter (since this is the social media data is extracted from) and the political Catalan landscape need to be reviewed.

Communities and Cooperation

Human beings are social animals. Although other animals such as bees might also be social, humans are unique in the diverse ways they cooperate (Tomasello, 2014) and the nuanced features involved in their cooperative exchanges including language, conformity (Asch, 1956), rules and social norms (Axelrod, 1986; Crowford & Ostrom, 1995), indirect speech (Pinker, 2007), moral norms (Haidt, 2012) among others. Through game theory experiments, pro-social behaviors such as cooperation, generosity (with some conditions and limits (Deltona et al., 2011)) and social learning have been shown to be intelligent strategies to survive (as individual and as a group) from an evolutionary perspective (Dawkins, 1989; Schlag, 1998).

Cooperation is fostered under certain circumstances and damaged under others (Barclay, 2013). An effective way to enhance collaboration among individuals is to create groups. These groups intend to take care of the free rider problem, namely, to take the benefits of cooperative exchanges without contributing (Delton et al., 2012) through continuous cooperation (Takezawa & Price, 2010). This stability allows for repeated interactions among members of a group and so, individuals who unfairly take advantage are punished, excluded from the group and future free-riding behavior is deterred (Price et al., 2002; Tooby et al., 2006). The objective of group creation should be then, to make cohesive groups that enable a sense of belonging fostering cooperative exchanges and preventing free riding.

Groups are often created around reputation, loyalty (e.g., for loyalty in online communities (Hamilton et al., 2017)), direct and indirect reciprocity (Nowak, 2006) and homophily, namely, the tendency of individuals to associate with other individuals with whom they share similar characteristics or attributes (McPherson et al., 2001). From a different branch of research, namely, Organizational studies and behavioral...
sciences, there are several theories on how (especially small and medium) groups such as firms or a group of friends are formed. According to the aspects emphasized in group formation, theories might stress spatial proximity according to Propinquity Theory (Festinger, 1950), common interactions, activities and sentiments according to the theory of social behavior (Homans, 1958), a shared goal according to balance theory (Rodrigues & Newcomb, 1980) or a short-term calculus of cost-reward according to exchange theory (Thibaut & Kelley, 1960). However, since these groups tend to be small or medium, they have less of a free-rider problem and thus they might not be helpful in explaining how large groups are created and sustained.

As mentioned above, as groups grow larger and coordination problems grow, homophily and reputation are not enough to create robust and stable groups (Traulsen & Nowak, 2006). Humans have a limited capacity to remember faces (Jenkins et al., 2018) and thus in large groups it is very complicated to keep track of reputation. Moreover, the human brain can only handle a maximum number of individual stable relationships at a time (Dunbar, 1992; Dávid-Barrett & Dunbar, 2013; Gonçalves et al., 2011). Lastly, since cooperation networks endogenously emerge based on reputation and other parochial heuristics, the growth of groups (which makes useless these heuristics) leads to fission dynamics (Gross & Dreu, 2019).

These factors that should preclude large group cooperation contradict the fact that large-group cooperation (i.e., organized collective actions) often work in achieving their objectives, and frequently with no top-down violent coercion. Specifically, successful collective actions might be the management of common-pool resources (such as irrigation systems in India (Bardhan, 2000)), local environmental control (Cardenas et al., 2000) or environmental cooperatives (Morrow & Watts, 1996). These experiences and others exhibit the chance of large-scale cooperation with a set of principles that need to be substantially more complex strategies to cope with the difficulties mentioned before.

To overcome the hurdles and make the cooperation successful, some principles of group cooperation and group configuration need to be addressed. These principles (such as decentralized monitoring, the use of gradual sanctions for misbehavior among others) first proposed by Ostrom (1990), have been empirically tested and their validity confirmed (Bardhan, 2000). In this work we will address the first design principle, namely, clear group boundary rules (the knowledge of who is in and who is out of the set of relationships).

For coordination to happen, there needs to be different layers of cooperation to make cooperation economically advantageous (design principle 8 (Ostrom, 2000)). States, nations, cities, non-governmental organizations or neighborhoods are examples of associations with different levels of engagement. Every organizational level has its own commitments (e.g., military recruitment for the state or the nation or radical activism for non-governmental organizations) and at every level there needs to be a clear understanding of group boundary. Membership of a certain group is often “marked by symbolic boundaries and involve complex rituals and beliefs that help solidify individual beliefs about the trustworthiness of others” (Ostrom, 2000, p. 149). In other words, common cultural symbols, a shared religion, shared myths, a common language create a sense of belonging (especially in very large groups such as states or nations) that enables group cooperation and constitutes a cultural community.

From Organizational studies, Institutional Theory poses that institutionalized norms, ceremonies, rites and obligations are the key to maintain the stability of a group (Greve & Argote, 2015; Meyer & Rowan, 1977). According to the thesis supported herein, this would be a suitable explanation for large group formation. However, in this study this would not be relevant since (as we will see later sections) both groups studied here (Ciudadanos and Podemos as political organizations) share the same institutional rules from the same region, Catalonia. Consequently, this feature cannot account for a difference in cohesion between these two groups in this particular case.

From the field of politics, more modern research has tackled some of these topics to explain larger groups partly with related explanations. Some researchers on Populism or Marxism theorize that groups or large-sized movements are created based on opposition to some other group (Acemoglu et al., 2013; Von Beyme, 1985). This opposition group might be corrupt elites or the privileged class respectively. These frameworks
are closely interrelated and for some of the main theorists of populism, the populist revolution could bring about a socialist revolution (Retamozo, 2017). This could imply (at least in the branch of populism that asserts that large-sized movements could be created only based on the negative) that no evident markers should be needed to create large-sized groups since everyone except for a corrupt minority would be part of the “common people”. Nevertheless, it has been seen in both populist (Venezuela) and communist (USSR) revolutions, that they end up resorting to national identities or common religions to sustain or enhance the sense of unity of large groups and enables the distinction of member or non-member of the group.

In this research paper, we will be focusing on cohesion of large groups based on visible group characteristics that helps identify a cultural community. Throughout history many cultural communities have been able to cope with periods of great stress by cooperating and further integrating. As mentioned before, this was possible by forces such as religion (Suárez et al., 2011), ethnicity (Nagel, 1994) or language that fostered a sense of collective identity. Although these topics have been studied in previous literature, the focus on the field has been the interplay of these factors in the creation of a single national state level collective identity (Piacentini, 2019). In the present work, the national identities within state and regional borders were studied in the context of the 2017 Catalan elections. In these elections, there was a conflict between three groups, the Spanish cultural community, the Catalanist pro-independence group that considered itself as a separated cultural community even though they are legally Spanish and the group in between that felt both Spanish and Catalan. This created a suited scenario to study the characteristics of these communities and, its cooperation strategies through the study of their networks.

Networks in Twitter

The data of this study was extracted from Twitter. Twitter is a social media platform that enables users to express and communicate short 140 (now up to 280) character messages directly to followers, amplify a message via retweets (Kwak et al., 2010), reply to tweets, tag tweets with hashtags or mention another user in a tweet.

Social networks in this social media platform can be created considering the interactions that emerge from retweets (i.e., a user posts a tweet and another user re-posts it) or replies (i.e., a user’s tweet is replied by another user). These networks have been studied for very different reasons. Twitter networks have demonstrated to be useful to study social and protest movements, their organizational structure and to analyze the robustness and evolution of their networks (Peña-Lopez et al., 2014; Yasseri & Cihon, 2016). Borge-Holthoefer et al. (2015) looked at polarization in Twitter during the Egyptian coup d’état in July 2013. The researchers followed the two sides of the conflict on Twitter and the results showed that there was little evidence of users switching sides. This type of studies is also useful to discern the origin of movements (starting nodes), interaction between nodes or network’s cohesiveness and effectiveness.

Regarding politics and the networks created in Twitter due to political events, several studies have intended to predict election results based on Twitter network features created around different political parties (DiGrazia et al., 2013; Tumasjan et al., 2010). The study of Twitter political and cultural networks has also attracted attention because it might illustrate the behavior of these communities. Several researchers have explored more generally behavioral patterns, network characteristics of the political and cultural communities (Adamic & Glance, 2005; Suárez et al., 2015). Cultural and political networks that are densely-interconnected can spread information more effectively (Conover et al., 2021). This indicates that communities and networks that are more cohesive will have a more successful information spreading, and thus cooperation will be higher in these communities.
Spanish Political Context

Since Spain transitioned to democracy in 1975, the regional institutional power in Catalonia was mainly held by Catalanist (pro-Catalan) governments. However, Catalonia has traditionally been a region of Spain divided by its national identity: whereas around half of the population identifies with the Catalan culture and language (Serrano, 2013), the other half identifies primarily as Spanish or both Spanish and Catalan (Centre d’Estudis d’opinió, 2019). Besides the presented evidence of network studies in Twitter, there are sociological evidence that these cultural communities are hermetic, and that the Catalan cultural community has narrowed the definition of who belongs to the Catalan cultural community (Hamid et al., 2019, December 13). This has created defined boundaries for both the Catalan and Spanish cultural communities.

As events developed during 2017, tension grew higher in the political arena. Following the unconstitutional declaration of independence of Carles Puigdemont, the Generalitat’s president (i.e., autonomic government of the Catalan Region) in 2017, the autonomy of Catalonia was suspended, and new elections were called. The situation further escalated when several Catalan political leaders went to jail, and the political and economic uncertainty became more acute.

In this context, the activity of two national political parties in Twitter during this turbulent period were studied: Ciudadanos and Podemos. Ciudadanos is a party founded in 2005 and it was born as a response to Catalan Nationalism. Consequently, it is decisively against the independence and its electorate identifies more with Spanish cultural community. Podemos (We Can) is a radical left-wing party founded in 2014 as a response to the crisis. Since the beginning, Podemos’ has shown a mixed cultural and national identity, some of Podemos supporters in Catalonia identifies as Catalan primarily and others identiﬁes more with Spanish culture and symbols. (Sáinz, 2017, September 05)

Hypotheses

In this study two type of Twitter networks were studied: 1) retweet network based on retweets and 2) reply and mention (i.e., mixed) network based on replies to tweets and mentions. As mentioned before, since retweets are taken as endorsements of the original tweet (Conover et al., 2021; Guerrero Solé & Lopez Gonzalez, 2017), the users in this network should be supporters. The mixed networks should have both supporters and opponents since mentioning a candidate and highlighting a negative characteristic could easily appear on the data.

H1) Retweet network will have clear support patterns.

H2) Mixed network will have a less clear distinction between advocates and detractors.

If these hypotheses are validated, then supporters would be in the retweet networks. Since the key objective of the study was to test the hypothesis that a clear cultural identity enables cohesiveness and cooperation during stressful periods (Suárez et al., 2011), the community’s cohesiveness should be observed at the retweet network. If it is the case, cohesiveness of ‘Ciudadanos’ network (which forms a clear cultural community and thus it has precise group boundaries) measured with the social network metrics of clustering coefficient and average distance will be larger than that of Podemos.

H3) ‘Ciudadanos’ retweet network (i.e., supporter community) will have higher cohesiveness than ‘Podemos’.

Methodology

From the 10th of November until the 11th of February 2017, 4 million tweets related to Ciudadanos, Podemos and their main leaders in Spain and Catalonia (e.g., Inés Arrimadas, Xavier Domènech) were collected using
Twitter Streaming API. The graphs considered users as the vertices and relationships among users that arose with either retweets, replies or mentions, were the edges. The users considered were both politicians and common users. The network data was processed with Neoj4 and Gephi (Bastian et al., 2009).

Specifically, two types of graphs were created:

Retweet Graph or Network: graph could be defined as $G'(V', E')$ where $V'$ were the vertices or nodes (users) and $E'$ were the edges (retweets) that connected one vertex with another vertex. In the graph, $V' = \{v'_1, v'_2, v'_3 \ldots v'_n\}$ were the set of users that were retweeted by another user or that actively retweeted a tweet from another user. In the graph, the directed edge $e_{ij}'$ indicated that user $v'_i$ retweeted $v'_j$.

Mixed Graph: this graph has a very similar structure to the other graph where $G^mr (V^mr, E^mr)$ denotes that graph, $V^mr$ are the vertices (users) and $E^mr$ are the edges (mentions or replies). In this graph, $V^mr = \{v^mr_1, v^mr_2, v^mr_3 \ldots v^mr_n\}$ denoted all the user in the network that either were replied or mentioned by someone or that replied or mentioned someone. The edge $e_{ij}^mr$ connected the user $v^mr_i$ that mentioned or replied to the user $v^mr_j$.

In order to detect communities, an algorithm needs to be used. This algorithm would need to use modularity of a partition, which is a good measure of community quality and specifically measures density within the community compared to the links across communities. In the case of our weighted networks, it is defined as:

$$Q = \frac{1}{2m} \sum_{i,j} [A_{i,j} - \frac{k_i k_j}{2m}] \delta(c_i, c_j)$$

where:
- $A_{i,j}$ is the weight of the edge between $i$ and $j$
- $k_i = \sum_{j} A_{i,j}$ is the sum of weights of the edges attached to vertex $i$
- $c_i$ is the community to which vertex $i$ is assigned
- $\delta(c_i, c_j)$ equals to 1 if community of $i$ and community of $j$ is the same and 0 otherwise

This could be set as an objective function to optimize and obtain the optimal solution, but it is computationally too hard (Blondel et al., 2008). Consequently, approximation algorithms need to be used. The one frequently used in research and used by Gephi is the Louvain method (Aragón, et al., 2013). This algorithm works in two phases: in the first phase all nodes are considered to be its own community. Then, for each node $i$, the neighbours $j$ of $i$ are considered and the gain in modularity that would take place by removing $i$ from its community and placing it in $j$ community is considered. If the modularity is larger, changes are kept. This is applied for all $n$ nodes until a local maxima is achieved. The gain in modularity is estimated by:

$$\Delta Q = [\frac{\sum_{in} + k_{i,in}}{2m} - (\frac{\sum_{tot} + k_i}{2m})^2] - [\frac{\sum_{tot}}{2m} - (\frac{\sum_{tot}}{2m})^2 - k_i(2m)^2]$$
The second phase builds a new network whose nodes are the communities found during the first phase. Finally, this process is repeated again until the best communities (according to the modularity of a partition criterion) are achieved (Blondel et al., 2008). Using this method, nodes were colored depending on the community they belonged to. This allowed the possibility of filtering a certain community and study its features (i.e., Ciudadanos’ or Podemos’ retweet network). Subsequently, in order to visually differentiate communities, the layout algorithm Force Atlas 2 was used to separate communities (Jacomy et al., 2014). This made the display of visually differentiated communities possible.

Lastly, the network of Ciudadanos (represented with the color orange in the graph) and of Podemos (in purple) were extracted and its cohesion was measured using two metrics:

The clustering coefficient defined as the probability that two nodes within the same community or group are connected (Aragón, et al., 2013). The local clustering coefficient (for one node) is estimated (in a directed graph) by:

\[
C_{i,j} = \frac{\sum_{k} \left( e_{jk} \right)}{K_{i}(K_{i}-1)}
\]

Being:
\{e_{jk}\} : v_{j}, v_{k} represents all actual edges between node j and the k nodes within N, neighbors.

\[K_{i}(K_{i}-1)\] : all possible edges that could exist for a certain node in a network

Finally, the network clustering coefficient is estimated as the average of the clustering coefficient:

\[
CG = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i} C_{i}
\]

The average distance or the number of steps required on average to connect two nodes with another in the same community (in this case) (Brandes, 2001).

\[
l_{G} = \frac{1}{n(n-1)} \sum_{i \neq j} d(v_{i}, v_{j})
\]

Where
\[d(v_{i}, v_{j})\] : shortest distance between \(v_{i}\) and \(v_{j}\)

\(n\) : the number of nodes
Results

Retweet Network

In the whole picture, three clear communities were identified after applying the Louvain method and the Force Atlas2 algorithm. The clearest one was Ciudadanos’s (whose color in the graph is orange) whose nodes clustered in the same area. Additionally, Podemos was another community (purple in the graph). This community also showed some integration with the exceptions of Diego Cañamero and Albano Dante-Fachin, both closer to pro-independence positions than the rest of Podemos (figure 1).

The last detected community was pro-independence politicians and users (colored as yellow). In general, this shows that the algorithm could easily differentiate communities in the retweet network and that all supporters tended to cluster together. Consequently, Hypothesis 1 is confirmed. Moreover, the retweet network could be thought of as the network whose members share some political ideas and are more or less integrated.

Mixed Network

As can be easily seen, the mixed network, that included both mentions and replies, was much more diffused. This shows that in this network there are both supporters and opponents of the politicians. Moreover, nodes...
that share party and/or political orientation are often in different communities (e.g., Ines Arrimadas and Carlos Carrizosa, both from Ciudadanos are in different communities) (figure 2).

![Spanish and Catalonia politicians' mixed graph; Resolution set at 5](image)

**FIGURE 2**
Spanish and Catalonia politicians’ mixed graph; Resolution set at 5
Source: Own elaboration (Monroig, 2018).

All this would confirm hypothesis 2. Furthermore, it would also indicate that in order to study the cohesiveness of a certain community, it is the retweet network that should be looked at.

**Community Cohesiveness**

Since the objective of this study was to investigate whether a common culture and language are useful to increase cohesion and thus increase cooperation within a cultural community, only the supporter network was considered. This network could be understood as a group whose members (i.e., users) share some political ideas. However, even though they both share context in which the network emerged and cohesion around an ideology, Ciudadanos’ had a clear cultural collective identity (most members of their network identified themselves as Spanish and most likely most spoke Spanish as their first language) and Podemos did not. Podemos was divided over the debate on the independence because part of this electorate identified with the Spanish cultural symbols and myths and the other part with the Catalan ones. Therefore, according to the theory, these facts should lead to Ciudadanos’ network to be more integrated than that of Podemos.

As explained before, the metrics of the two communities checked were the clustering coefficient (CC) and average distance (AD). A higher CC would imply that the community has its nodes connected among them. In this line, a lower AD would mean that even though two nodes are not directly connected, information (in this type of networks) can be easily reach through other close nodes.
The results of the retweet graph confirmed the hypothesis: Ciudadanos had a lower average distance (4 vs 4.755), with the fact that they are more well connected within the network. Moreover, Ciudadanos' network had a higher clustering coefficient (0.162 vs 0.094) than Podemos'. This shows that it was more likely that the nodes of Ciudadanos’ network were connected than that of Podemos’ (Monroig, 2018).

These results mean that Ciudadanos’ support network was more effective in the circulation of information and in the cooperation during the period of the study.

Discussion and Limitations

As discussed above, group integration and cohesiveness is helpful in periods of great stress where the survival of the group is being endangered due to natural catastrophes (Suárez et al., 2011), political tension and polarization or economic crisis since it fosters cooperation.

The findings of this study show that groups that form a cultural community tend to be more integrated and robust. In this case, Ciudadanos and Podemos were two political parties from which social networks in Twitter emerged. The nodes that belonged to the supporter network were part of the political community of one of either party. However, whereas Ciudadanos’ network conformed a solid cultural network, Podemos did not. Consequently, Ciudadanos’ network showed more cohesion (nodes were more closely interconnected). This might have influenced in Ciudadanos’ growth in Catalonia (especially in regional elections) and might mean that the supporter network is better equipped to handle stressful periods as a robust single community.

In the political realm, populist theorists have hypothesized the end of the right-left divide. However, there seems to be a regrouping and creation of a new right and a new left. Laclau (2007) theorized that a necessary condition for populism to succeed is the creation of a clear demarcation between the group with unsatisfied social demands and the privileged. It seems to be what has been happening in the political realm with minority groups whose demands are supposedly unsatisfied such as women, indigenous people or Muslim people among others that have created the new left coalition. It is still a matter open to discussion whether this coalition will be stable or not. However, according to the theory considered in this paper, this wide group could be stable since it uses easily identifiable markers (such as gender, race or traditional religious clothes). The new right has its focus on traditional national identity which would include traditional cultural communities or a shared language. It is still an open question which of these two political coalitions will be better organized and will prevail.

Even though this study points to the conclusions mentioned before about the important role of language and visible markers in group stability, this research had some limitations. The users considered in the study were from Catalonia and Spain. Consequently, the party regional organization might have influenced the results of the cohesiveness metrics. For this reason, the metrics were calculated only considering the network of both parties from Catalonia and the results still hold. Additionally, the party of Podemos in Catalonia had internal problems which might have influenced not only the political leaders but also the electorate. Another possible limitation of this work was the prominence of cultural polarization in the debates which might have skewed the results. This influence then, might have made the cultural issue more important than usual and thus, making Ciudadanos network more active and connected. If that were the case and the study was carried out during a period when the debate over identity or culture was not predominant, cohesiveness of both communities should be indistinguishable or very similar. This line of research could be pursued to check further the validity of the results of this study.

In conclusion, the cohesiveness of the group has been shown to be facilitated by language and other external markers that helps identify a member and a non-member. This identification is a necessary (but not enough)
condition to have a stable and cohesive group and prevent free-riding. These evidences have implications for cooperation within stable political and cultural networks (Suárez et al., 2015).
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**Notes**

- Research Article

1 The keywords used in the queries of the API were the names of the candidates.

2 The leaders whose tweets were collected, and the number are reported in the appendix.

3 Force Atlas 2 is a layout algorithm that highlights community structure. It might help to better interpret how close two nodes and/or communities are.
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